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     President’s Message 
 
The Gulf States Region recently completed its Annual Leadership 
Conference  in Pensacola, Florida.  The conference was conducted 
jointly with the South East Region and was a spectacular success.  
Representing the Little Rock Chapter was myself and Jerome 
Sorenson.  Part of the event is the Annual Region Awards Banquet.  
This is where various members of the Region are recognized for 
their efforts at the Institute, Region, Chapter levels.  There were 
many awards given out with the Little Rock Chapter being well 
represented with the following Awards: 

 
Organizational Certificate of Appreciation  Sanders 2000, Inc. 
Rookie Editor of the Year    Billy J. Mathis, CSI, CDT 
Certificate of Merit and Appreciation   Billy J. Mathis, CSI, CDT 
(awarded for coordinating the edit of the 
Region Operations Guide) 
Region Spec Competition—Honorable Mention Billy J. Mathis, CSI, CDT 
 
As you can see the Chapter was well represented and hopefully can repeat these successes in the 
future. 
 
The Little Rock Chapter conducted its annual elections for the Chapter Officers and Board of Directors 
for FY2017 (July 1, 2016 through June 30, 2017).  Your current Board has worked long and hard to 
identify and get members actively involved in the governing of the Chapter.  Your Board for the 
upcoming Fiscal Year is: 
 
Chapter Officers 
*President:     Clark Wood, CSI 
*President-Elect(s):    Garrett Shaffer, CSI 
Immediate Past President(s):  Billy J. Mathis, CSI, CDT 
*Vice President(s):    Vacant—Need Volunteer 
*Secretary:     Tiffany Henry, CSI-EP 
Treasurer:    David Bradke, CSI 
Directors 

Operations   Katherine Flower, CSI, CDT, AHC, CDC 
Communications  Tyler Newton, CSI-EP 
Honors    Rachal Belanger, CSI 
Education   Zac Corbitt, CSI 

 
I do believe we have a good mix of veteran and new members signing up to “run” the chapter and I 
also believe that they will do an outstanding job.  I am excited that I get to maintain contact with the 
Board as Immediate Past President so I can help them stay on track and give them the continuity they 
need to step forward and lead the way. 
 
Awards season is rapidly approaching for the Little Rock Chapter as well.  We are entering the one 
time in every four years that the Betty Hays Award may be presented along with the Albert Hibbs 
Award, the Member of the Year Award,  and the Rookie of the Year Award.  There are so many other 
awards out there that almost anyone who has been active this year and are aware of the contributions  



of others should be able to nominate someone for an Award.  Contained in this issue is a nomination 

form.  Fill one out and get someone you feel deserves to be recognized the award they deserve 

My time as President is growing short.  I will miss bugging all of you about things as well as watching 

the Little Rock Chapter spring back to life and begin o reassume its place as one of the preeminent 

chapters in the Gulf States Region.  Keep growing, keep recruiting, and stay involved.  Your Chapter 

needs you actively involved.  Without you, there is not Chapter.  Always know that a little involvement 

contributes to the overall success of the Chapter.  Remember my motto “Many Hands make tough 

work possible”.   

If you are interested in lending us a hand, please contact me directly so I can get you into the mix.  We 

need your help.   

“The best antidote I know for worry is work. The best 
cure for weariness is the challenge of helping someone 

who is even more tired. One of the great ironies of life 
is this: He or she who serves almost always benefits 
more than he or she who is served.” - ―  Gordon B. 

Hinckley, Standing for Something: 10 Neglected 
Virtues That Will Heal Our Hearts and Homes   

“He has a right to criticize, who has a heart to help.” 

― Abraham Lincoln   

“The interior joy we feel when we have done a good 
deed is the nourishment the soul requires.”  
― Albert Schweitzer  



Please refer to the CSI’s Project Delivery Prac ce Guide, Construc on 

Specifica ons Prac ce Guide and Construc on Contract Administra on 

Prac ce Guide for industry standard knowledge, understanding and 

guidance for the produc on, use and administra on of construc on 

documents…and the resources for this weekly program. 

Educational	Questions	

Construction Documents Technologist (CDT) Series 

Your Questions and Answers for the Week are: 

According to the AIA-A201, § Article 11  Insurance and 
Bonds, § 11.3  Property Insurance: 

1. The owner may purchase insurance for the loss of use of his property.  Whether or not he purchases this 
insurance, the owner waives all rights of action against the contractor for loss of use of his property due to fire or 
other causes. 

  True or False 

2. If the contractor formally requests property insurance for risks not described in the contract for 
construction, the owner will, if possible, purchase this insurance coverage and the costs will be charged to the 
contractor by change order. 

 True or False 

3. Property insurance shall cover portions of the work stored off the site, but not and also portions of the work 
in transit. 

  True or False 

4. If the property insurance requires deductibles, the owner shall pay costs not covered because of those 
deductibles. 

 True or False 

According to the AIA-A201, § Article 11  Insurance and Bonds: 

5. If the owner does not provide property insurance as required by the contract documents: Wait?  Wasn’t it 
 the owner’s prepared contract documents?  HHHMMM????, not a good sign... 

  a. The owner will provide written notice to the contractor prior to commencement of the work of the contract. 

 b. The contractor may procure such property insurance and the cost be charged to the owner by means of a 
  change order.  This seems tricky to me since the owner must direct the architect to prepare the change 
  order…surely not a happy shared experience for an owner and his architect! 

 c. If the contractor is damaged as a result, the owner is responsible for costs attributable to his failure to 
  comply with those requirements. 

 d. All of the above. 

 e. a and c. 

2. Property insurance shall be on an “all-risk” or equivalent policy form and shall cover reasonable 
compensation for architect’s and contractor’s services and expenses resulting from an insured loss. 

 True or False  Architect’s services?  After last week’s 2nd question, you may not have seen that 
 coming!  Convoluted, ain’t it? 





Please—say “Thank You” 

 Among the first things parents drum into their children's 
heads are the words please and thank you. Parents do such 
a good job that these words become automatic, and, to a 
great extent, they become white noise. If they are used automatically, without conscious thought, what 
good are they? Do they mean anything? Why do we insist children use them, even if they don't mean 
what they say? 

Human interactions are more complex than they appear. Unlike the parts of well-oiled machines we 
often have trouble working with each other. Instead of smooth, machined gears, we are more like 
rough, unsynchronized cogs. Polished gears require only a touch of light oil for lubrication, but to 
function socially humans need thick grease, and a lot of it. This essential lubrication is provided by 
accepted norms, manners, and etiquette, a good part of which is provided by little words like please 
and thank you, and by other nearly involuntary responses. (The ticket agent says, "Have a good trip!" 
and your programmed response is "You too!") 

The odd thing is, even though these common words and actions should have no meaning because 
they are reflexive, they are essential. Even when said without forethought, we hear them and respond 
to them. 

Obviously, please and thank you serve different purposes. We use please when we want something, 
and we use thank you to acknowledge receipt or completion of something of value. The former 
softens the blow of a direct order, asking for voluntary cooperation, while the latter expresses 
gratitude for something already done. Both are useful and appreciated, but thank you appears to be 
more an option because you no longer need anything. Unfortunately, because it doesn't help fulfill an 
immediate need, thank you is more likely to be forgotten. 

If you had to choose one or the other, thank you would be the one to keep. Please may prompt 
immediate action, but thank you, by giving value to what has been done, will encourage future 
cooperation. An added bonus is that thank you can cause the omission of please to be forgotten. In 
other words, you may be able to get away without please, but you must never forget thank you. 

This just happens to be a time when you have the opportunity to thank members who have made 
important contributions to our members. Each year, CSI at all levels presents awards to acknowledge 
the work of individuals and committees. Think about the members of your chapter and region; I'm sure 
you can identify at least one person who has made a significant effort to improve our organization. 
Before you do anything else, call that person and express your thanks! Then contact the chair of your 
awards committee (or any board member) and describe what this person has done. 

Article Submitted by Sheldon Wolfe, 

FCSI, CCS—Construction Specifier, 

Curmudgeon, Heretic Architect 



In the future - starting now! - remember that awards are not earned just in the spring. Pay attention 
throughout the year to what other members are doing. Again, express your thanks personally, and 
then make sure your awards committee knows about it. And don't forget non-members! 

More information about Institute awards and honors. Hurry; submittals are due 6 May! 

More thoughts about awards: Why have Awards and honors? How many awards should we have? 

CSI Honors acknowledge those whose contributions are Above and beyond... 

© 2016, Sheldon Wolfe, RA, FCSI, CCS, CCCA, CSC 

Agree? Disagree? Leave your comments at http://swspecificthoughts.blogspot.com/ 

What’s missing here?? 
 

Your Article! 
Send your Articles to the Editor 

Billy J. Mathis, CSI, CDT 

bjmathis@taggarch.com 



As noted in the conclusion of the previous post, there is no substitute for showing everything required 

both on the drawings and in the specifications. However, doing so without understanding the means 

and methods clause will result in needless repetition and greater potential for contradictions, but more 

important, it may also result in the architect assuming additional risk.  

 

© 2016, Sheldon Wolfe, RA, FCSI, CCS, CCCA, CSC 

Agree? Disagree? Leave your comments at http://swspecificthoughts.blogspot.com/ 

Second Helping 

Article Submitted by Sheldon Wolfe, 

FCSI, CCS—Construction Specifier, 

Curmudgeon, Heretic Architect 

Tell me again, part 1  
I’m sure you’ve heard the Army way of pre-
senting information: Tell them what you’re 
going to tell them; tell them; tell them what 
you told them.  

While that may be a practical way of doing 
some things, it has no place in construction 
documents. For those, we have a different rule: Say it once in the right place. I think it’s safe to say 
that specifiers believe this rule, though convincing those who create the drawings is difficult; the 
result often is that the specifications may state things but once, while it’s common for drawings to 
repeat things many times, and it’s also common for drawing notes to repeat what is stated in the 
specifications.  

So what’s the big deal? Why not repeat things? I believe the intent is good, and that everyone 
working on drawings or specifications simply wants to make sure the contractor knows what is 
needed. That’s the theory, but what really happens? In the next couple of articles, we’re going to 
look at unintentional redundancies.  

Let’s start with specifications; it’s quite common for a specification section to say the same thing 
twice. Here’s an example I have used when teaching specification writing classes. It’s from a speci-
fication I found online, but the same problems are found in manufacturers’ specifications and in 
commercial guide specifications.  

2.02 Materials 

A. Flat roof board insulation: Extruded polystyrene board to ASTM C578, Type IV, rig-
id, closed cell type. 

1. Thermal resistance (ASTM C518): R-5 per 1 inch of thickness. 

2. Board size: 24” x 96”. 

3. Board thickness: As indicated on the Drawings. 

4. Compressive strength (ASTM D1621): Minimum 25 psi.  

5. Water absorption: 0.7% by volume maximum. 

6. Edges: Square. 

7. Water vapor permeance (ASTM E96): Maximum 1.1 perms. 

That looks pretty good, right? Not really. Here’s the problem: Much of the information in the num-
bered paragraphs is already required by ASTM C578, and is, therefore, redundant.  



2.02A. ASTM C578 – Standard Specification for Rigid, Cellular Polystyrene Thermal Insulation, is, as 
the title states, for rigid polystyrene insulation. The standard states that the insulation shall “have 
essentially closed cells.” The standard also states the following requirements for Type IV insulation: 

R value: 5 per inch. 

Compressive strength: Minimum 25 psi. 

Water vapor permeance: Maximum 1.1 perms.  

The stated water absorption is a bit of a mystery; ASTM C578 allows only 0.3 percent, while the 
specification allows 0.7 percent. I can’t tell if this is a typo, or if it’s measured by the same standard.  

If we remove the redundancies, along with 2.02A.3 – a needless statement – we’re left with this: 

A. Flat roof board insulation: ASTM C578, Type IV. 

Board size: 24” x 96”. 

Edges: Square. 

And that could be further reduced to a single statement.  

The usual objection I get is, “So what? What’s a few extra words? They’re correct, aren’t they?”  

They are, but why are the requirement restated? Doing so adds nothing; more important, one could 
argue that because only those performance criteria are stated, the specifier doesn’t care about the 
other things required by ASTM C578, such as density, flexural strength, dimensional stability, oxygen 
index, the test temperature for the R value test, or acceptable defects. Part of the problem is that 
specifiers often state requirements that don’t matter, simply because they’re in a manufacturer’s 
specification.  

The usual counter is, “Of course we want all that, too. The contractor has to provide it because it’s part 
of the standard.” If that’s the argument, then why list any of the properties required by the standard?  

Another argument is that specifying those properties makes it easier to review submittals. I suppose 
that’s true, but again I ask, what about the other properties?  

Another problem with restating parts of the reference standard is that doing so introduces another 
possibility for conflict. In this case, it’s quite possible that the specified water absorption is a typo. 
Another possible problem arises when a person unfamiliar with the standard changes the Type, say, 
from Type IV to Type V, and doesn’t change the compressive strength.  

Virtually any reference standard contains a multitude of requirement, some stated, some incorporated 
by reference. Their value lies in the fact that requiring compliance with them automatically makes the 
entire standard part of the contract documents. Selectively restating selected parts of those standards 
is not only unnecessary, but it suggests that the few things cited are the only ones that are important.  

Another redundancy in specification sections is created when a manufacturer’s instructions are 
included in the section. A simple “Comply with manufacturer’s instructions” makes those instructions 
part of the contract documents. It also avoids problems created by incorrect copying, and by changes 
in the manufacturer’s instructions.  



Further complicating the issue is the fact that different manufacturers may well have different instructions. If a specification 
section is based on Really Great Coatings Super Stuff, which is applied at 30 mils, but you get Coatings-R-Us, which goes 
on at 60 mils, the specification is simply wrong. You could address the problem by specifying requirement for one product, 
followed by “Or other as required by manufacturer” but why not take it a step further, and simply require compliance with 
the manufacturer’s instructions?  

Of course, your personal experience may have been that you want something other than what the manufacturer requires. 
If that’s the case, you may be justified in changing the manufacturer’s instructions. Be aware, though, that if something 
goes awry, the contractor may well blame the problem on you.  

Next time, we’ll look at how specifications frequently repeat requirements stated in Division 00 and in Division 01.  

© 2015, Sheldon Wolfe, RA, FCSI, CCS, CCCA, CSC 

Agree? Disagree? Leave your comments at http://swconstructivethoughts.blogspot.com/ 



The inside scoop on MasterFormat 2016 

              INSIDE CSI 
Kevin O’Beirne, PE, CSI, CCS, CCCA, and Mark Kain, FAIA, FCSI 
 
MasterFormat is the industry’s leading resource for organizing project manuals and specifications, 
construction project filing systems, construction product information (e.g. manufacturers’ catalogs), 
and construction cost estimates. The new, updated, improved edition will be coming later this spring, 
and this article offers a sneak peak on what has changed from the previous edition.  CSI and  
Construction Specifications Canada (CSC), through a joint MasterFormat Maintenance Task Team, 
continuously evaluate suggestions for revisions, and update the resource every two years. The 
newest edition has been improved to be even more useful, but the vast majority of the resource 
remains unchanged. The most important changes are summarized below. 
 
Division 00−Procurement and Contracting Requirements 
A new listing was added for “Project Directory” to indicate the names and contact information for 
project participants. 
 
Division 01−General Requirements 
Delegated design procedures were added. 
 
Division 02−Existing Conditions 
Mold remediation was deleted, and various listings were added for removal of animal excrement—a 
topic that may be unappetizing, but a bona-fide work result for existing buildings. 
 
Division 03−Concrete 
Additions include termite barriers, topical treatment for concrete finishing, and heavy-duty concrete 
floor finishing. 
 
Division 06−Wood, Plastics, and Composites 
Composite stairs were added. 
 
Division 07−Thermal and Moisture Protection 
Additions included ceramic tile wall panels, cementitious wall panels, zinc siding, penetrating 
polyester water repellents, operable roof vents, various types of expansion-joint assemblies, wood 
shingle and shake siding, and vegetated roof systems. New numbers and titles include 07 05 
43−Cladding Support Systems, 07 42 29–Terra Cotta Wall Panels, and 07 54 16–Ketone Ethylene 
Ester Roofing. 
 
Division 08−Openings 
Additions include plastic-faced wood doors, point-supported all-glass storefronts, point-supported all-
glass curtain walls (with separate listings for glass-framed, metal-framed, and cable-framed), various 
types of sound-control door assemblies, hot- and cold-rolled steel windows, hinged wood-framed 
glass doors, architectural terrace doors, and aluminum-framed entrances. New numbers and titles 
include 08 46 00–Window Wall Assemblies, 08 65 00–Glazed Canopies, 08 65 13–Suspended 
Glazed Canopies, 08 81 23–Exterior Glass Glazing, and 08 81 26–Interior Glass Glazing. 



Division 09−Finishes 
Additions include suspended plastic ceilings, simulated stone wall facing, stone base, stone window 
stools, gilding, folding glass-panel partitions, and coin-operated lockers. New numbers and titles 
include 09 78 19–Cementitious Interior Wall Paneling, along with 09 78 23–Phenolic Interior Wall 
Paneling. 
 
Division 10−Specialties 
Various types of awnings, canopies, and walkway coverings were added, along with flagpoles. Also 
added were listings for stainless steel and phenolic-core toilet compartments, along with shower and 
dressing compartments. New numbers and titles include 10 28 26–Hygiene and Custodial 
Accessories (for hand sanitizers and other non-toilet accessories). 
 
Division 11−Equipment 
Additions included pedestrian control devices. New numbers and titles include 11 14 19–Portable 
Posts and Railings. 
 
Division 12−Furnishings 
Solid surface casework has been incorporated. 
 
Division 13−Special Construction 
Permanent tier forming has been added. New numbers and titles include 13 19 19–Animal Washing 
Tubs. 
 
Division 14−Conveying Equipment 
Material lifts, vehicle lifts, and chair lifts have been added. 
 
Division 21−Fire Suppression 
Additions included various new listings for common work results, carbon dioxide fire-extinguishing 
systems, and fire pump accessors. 
 
Division 22−Plumbing 
Various new listings for common work results were added, together with graywater piping, various 
types of domestic water pumps, stormwater retention tanks, and medical gas alarms. 
 
Division 23−HVAC 
Numerous items were added, including various common work results, direct-digital controls (15 
listings, and sequence of operation for HVAC DDC), various additional listings for pumps and tanks for 
storage of liquefied petroleum gas and other fuels, makeup water filtration equipment, listed kitchen 
ventilation system exhaust ducts, draft control fans, and packaged variable refrigerant-flow air-
conditioning systems. Other additions include listings for various types of additional water chillers, 
cooling towers, packaged outdoor HVAC equipment, terminal through-wall air-conditioning equipment, 
computer-room air-conditioning equipment, air coils, and ground-source unitary heat pumps. 
 
Division 26−Electrical 
Various types of electrical studies were added. Also added were new listings for common work results, 
various types of lighting controls, power factor correction equipment, various items for secondary unit 
substations, electrically powered circuit-breaker panelboards, electric vehicle recharging stations, wind 
turbines for a single facility, central battery equipment, and various changes in work results for lighting. 
Various new titles were also added for low- and medium-voltage busways, bus assemblies, and 
cablebuses, along with operation and maintenance of lightning protection systems. 
 
Division 27−Communications 
Numerous changes were made in this division, including modifications of existing listings and 
additions of many new numbers and titles. 
 



Division 28−Electronic Safety and Security 
Division 28 encompasses work results for the electronic and ‘intelligent’ elements related to facility se-
curity, fire detection and alarms, and other life safety systems. From its introduction in 2004 until 2014, 
Division 28 experienced very few changes, while the security industry evolved extensively due to both 
technological innovations and the realities of the post-9/11 world. 
An in-depth feature on the various changes—from access control and video surveillance types to life 
safety and security detection—will appear in the May 2016 issue of The Construction Specifier. The 
article is by Ray Coulombe of SecuritySpecifiers—the group that spearheaded the process of updating 
Division 28. 
 
Division 32−Exterior Improvements 
Additions included manufactured fire pits, plastic paving, permeable paving, exterior planting support 
structures, and equestrian surfacing. 
 
Division 33−Utilities 
This division underwent a comprehensive, top-to-bottom revision, which addresses all types of 
‘outside-the-fence’ utilities, including water, wastewater, stormwater, hydrocarbons (e.g. petroleum 
and natural gas), hydronic and steam energy, high- and extra-high voltage electrical, and communica-
tions. These revisions (as well as those to Divisions 35 and 41 mentioned later in this article) are the 
culmination of a nine-year process undertaken by an ad-hoc working group, the Environmental Engi-
neers Coalition. �(It comprises representatives of 10 major firms with significant practice in the fields 
of environmental, process, utilities, and waster/wastewater construction.) For more information on the 
changes, read the online feature at www.constructionspecifier.com/division33. 
 
Division 35−Waterway and Marine Construction 
Significant revisions under 35 20 00−Waterway and Marine Construction and Equipment were made, 
covering general fabrications such as bulkheads, penstocks, and debris cages, along with large hy-
draulic gates (e.g. tainter, miter, and spillway crest) and various types of dredging. 
 
Division 41−Materials Processing and Handling Equipment 
Revisions under 41 01 00 and 41 20 00 expanded and enhanced the work results listings for silos, 
hoppers, and storage bins used for granular bulk materials such as fly ash, dry chemicals, agricultural 
products, and other materials. 
 
Division 45− Industry-specific Manufacturing Equipment 
A new Level 2 for biopharmaceutical manufacturing equipment was added. 
 
Division 46−Water and Wastewater Equipment 
Vapor compression distillation units were added. 
 
Division 48−Electrical Power Generation 
Maintenance of substation equipment and various listings for combined heat-and-power systems were 
added to this division. 
 
Don’t live in the past 
 
MasterFormat’s 2016 edition is the latest, greatest resource for organizing project manuals, specifica-
tions, and other construction-related data. 
 
If you are still a holdout using the now-grossly-outdated 16-division MasterFormat, it is time to switch 
to the 50-division version. It has become increasingly difficult to find industry resources organized in 
the old format, which has been out of date for a dozen years. The 50-division format is considerably 
better than its 20th century predecessors and continues to further improve every two years. 



 

If you are interested in following the Little Rock Chapter, our links are as follows (for Facebook 

and LinkedIn look for the Little Rock Chapter): 

Website: http://littlerock.csinet.org/   Facebook: www.facebook.com   

LinkedIn:  www.linkedin.com 

 

If you are interested in Joining CSI or if you are just interested in keeping up with the information pro-

vided by CSI, See the slides shown from the “Why CSI” presentation  

 
Kevin O’Beirne, PE, CSI, CCS, CCCA is a manager of standard construction documents in the 
Buffalo, New York, office of Arcadis—a global engineering firm. A professional engineer licensed in 
New York and Pennsylvania, he is an active member and past-chair of the Engineers Joint Contract 
Documents Committee, and a member of CSI’s MasterFormat Maintenance Task Team. He can be 
reached at kevin.obeirne@arcadis.com. 
 
Mark Kalin, FAIA, FCSI, is president of specifications writing and consulting firm Kalin Associates in 
Newton, Massachusetts, and the chair of CSI’s MasterFormat Maintenance Task Team. A past-chair 
of CSI’s Technical Committee and American Institute of Architects’ (AIA’s) MasterSpec Review 
Committee, he has previously served as president of both CSI’s Boston Chapter, and the 
Specifications Consultants in Independent Practice (SCIP). Kalin can be reached 
at mkalin@kalinassociates.com. 

 WHERE TO FIND MASTERFORMAT 

Once it is released later this spring, MasterFormat’s 2016 edition can be obtained via CSI’s online bookstore 
at www.csinet.org. (Prices are $119 for members and $169 for non-members.) Purchasers receive the phys-
ical book, a downloadable PDF that also includes the MasterFormat Numbers and Titles edition, and a tran-
sition matrix  in Microsoft Excel format. In digital form, CSI’s standards and formats are licensed for access 
by up  to three users. (MasterFormat does not include pre-written specifications.)  



Little Rock Chapter's Annual Golf Tournament has been rescheduled due 

to extreme lightening and storms.  The Tournament is now scheduled for 

May 13th, 2016 with registration opening at 07:00 a.m. and a shotgun start 

at 08:00 a.m.  Come out and have a good time, enjoy some comrade with 

your peers, and maybe even win a door prize.  See all of you there 

Billy J. Mathis, CSI, CDT 
Chapter President 

B  



Below are the topics that the Board of Directors took up at the April 6, 2016 Board Meeting 
and the decisions made.  

1. Old Business - Spring 2016 LRCSI Golf Tournament:  The Golf Tournament is 
progressing along.  We currently have 14 Teams signed up with multiple sponsors 
providing Hole Sponsorships, Food and Beverage Sponsorships, and many Door 
Prizes and Goodie Bag items.  Challenges yet:  more Teams - would love to see 22 
Teams; Approved the purchase of Hole-In-One Insurance for the tournament.  This 
Item is Open 

2. Old Business - LRCSI Storage Reduction Task Team:  Jan Sanders is taking over the 
evaluation of the information stored.  Jan is currently going through the information 
stored and will advise what is worth saving and dispose of the remainder.  This should 
be complete by the end of the Fiscal Year.  I am closing this as a task team and will 
brief the Board when complete.  This Item is Closed. 

3. 50th Anniversary Celebration.  The Little Rock Chapter reached its 50th Anniversary in 
November 2015, however, due to scheduling issues, we have been unable to schedule 
the actual celebration.  The plan is to combine the 50th, the Membership Meeting and 
the Awards Banquet into one big event.  The time for the combined meeting will be 
June 2016.  This Item was Tabled to the next Meeting.  This Item is Open 

4. Old Business - Gulf States Region Leadership Conference was held onApril 21 – 23, 
2016, Pensacola, Florida.  Billy Mathis, Jerome Sorenson attended and represented 
the Little Rock Chapter.  Approved stipend to cover the Registration and Hotel for 
Jerome Sorenson.  This Item is Open 

5. Old Business - Awards – The Region Awards were submitted on March 1, 2016 and a 
verbal confirmation was received concerning their receipt.  The goal is to submit the 
two remaining Institute Awards on or before the end of April.  This Item is Open 

a. Institute Awards Due Date:  May 6, 2016 for Service Awards / July 15, 2016 for 
the OCC.  All Awards identified will be submitted by he deadlines. 

b. Region Awards Due Date:  Marth 15, 2016.  All Awards to be submitted were 
completed and received before the due date. 

c. Chapter:  While a date has not yet been set, the Awards Chairs and their Mentor 
are actively working to set a date as well as get the word out about Chapter 
Awards.  Refer to the Newsletter and other avenues for due dates and award 
categories. 

 

Your Board of Directors 

at Work 



6. Old Business - Website Hosting:  After considerable review and research, Mark Edds 
determined that it would be best, for the moment, to maintain the current Microsite 
Website.  He has updated all the information present on the Website.  This Item to be 
Closed. 

7. New Business – Elections:  The Elections for FY2017 have been completed.  Below 
are your Officers and Directors for the upcoming Fiscal Year. 

 

Chapter Officers 

*President:     Clark Wood, CSI 

*President-Elect(s):    Garrett Shaffer, CSI 

Immediate Past President(s):  Billy J. Mathis, CSI, CDT 

*Vice President(s):    Open—Need Volunteer 

*Secretary(s):    Tiffany Henry, CSI-EP 

Treasurer(s):    David Bradke, CSI 

Directors 

Operations   Katherine Flower, CSI, CDT, AHC, CDC 

Communications  Tyler Newton, CSI-EP 

*Honors   Rachal Belanger, CSI 

*Education   Zac Corbitt, CSI 

 

 



Katie’s Corner 
by Katie Flower, AOC, CDT,CSI 

In today’s world we have an even harder time finding the 

balance between life safety and security in the built 

environment than ever before.  As design professionals 

we must do all we can to educate ourselves and our clients in ways to make public 

buildings safer against security threats, while at the same time complying with 

existing life safety and building codes.   
Avoiding problems through construction documentation (part one) 

SPECIFICATIONS 
By Norman F. Jacobs Jr., CSI, CPE 
(This Article is reprinted from the Online Construction Specifier, November 17th Issue) 
 
Prudent project documentation is the backbone of construction problem avoidance. It provides a 
history of events, actions, and inactions during the execution of the contract work; it reflects the parties’ 
intention and performance. Essentially, documentation provides the ‘plan’ for accomplishing the work, 
a history of contract modification and interpretations, and changes to the critical path method (CPM) 
schedule resulting in change orders. The benefits derived from having proper documentation include 
facilitation of effective management practices and providing a base for avoiding and resolving disputes. 
 
The astute project manager uses detail documentation to support good management practices that 
confirm conditions encountered, directions received, expressed objectives, and actions required, 
contemplated, and taken. Unambiguous documentation maintained during the project can facilitate 
claim avoidance by supporting the resolution of disputes, as this two-part article series explores. 
 
Insightful project managers must manage the documentation of the following items: 
 

contracts; 
insurance policies; 
submittal log; 
daily reports; 
correspondences; 
e-mail and fax; 
payments; 
CPM schedule (including all monthly updates); 
photos; 
meeting minutes; 
change orders; 
payrolls; 
requests for information (RFIs); 
architect’s site visits reports; 
as-built drawings; 
equipment logs; 
bid estimates; and 
testing reports. 

 
 



What is construction documentation? As paraphrased from Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, the noun 
“document” is described as having the following two Latin roots: 
 

1. documentation [official paper, lesson, proof], and  
2 docere [to teach]. 
 

It is defined in the following manner: 
 
a: proof, evidence; 
b: an original or official paper relied on as the basis, proof or support of something; 
c: something [as a photograph or a recording] that serves as evidence or proof; 2a: a 

  writing conveying information. 
 
The vast majority of construction documentation starts as a writing or graphic to convey information. 
Therefore, it is vital the originators of such documentation be aware their creation may rise (or sink) to 
the role of proof or evidence in litigation. Construction documents are varied and have many 
purposes, but they should never be enigmatic. Delay, for example, can be documented with time 
impact analysis (TIA), CPM schedule monthly updates, and narrative reports. 
 
Rules for documentation 
 
There can be negative factors in presenting project documentation. Research through internal 
memoranda often discloses information critical to the mode of operation of the organization. 
Therefore, it is important to keep in mind certain rules for the maintenance of proper records for future 
projects. 
 

1. Be factual. Written project documents should be factual and to the point. Speculation of 
  unsupported allegations should be avoided. 

2. Be precise. Letters, memos, and reports should be written with sufficient precision so a 
  third party reviewing the document without the benefit of a substantial factual  
  background will not misconstrue the intent of the document. 

3. Be complete. Every change, correction of a deficiency, explanation, or rebuttal of a 
  problem area should be recorded—particularly if the topic of deficiencies or alleged 
  deficiencies has been raised. For instance, how does one document RFIs? 

4. Be impersonal. Unnecessary or unjustified remarks concerning the competence or 
  motives of others should be avoided. 

5. Be careful in comments. It is important to be just as diligent and measured in writing 
  comments on documentation one has received. 
 
Avoiding problems through construction documentation 
 
Being the largest industry in the United States, the construction industry has suffered through the 
years from several uncontrollable factors, including inefficiency, complexity, and management 
variables. Typically, a construction project has three principal participants—the owner, the designer, 
and the contractor—before expanding rapidly in size as support and assistance with consultants, 
lenders, sureties, insurers, subcontractors, suppliers, vendors, lawyers, and government agencies. 
Interacting with this team are several other parties who have sufficient influence to have an impact on 
the outcome of the project. 
 
Coupled with this participant diversity are a project’s unique time-cost pressures, which are unlike 
those of any other industry because of many variables having an impact on the team’s productivity 
and performance. Although common goals and objectives are shared by the players at 
commencement of the project, these participants are often forced to follow their self-interests survival 



This fragmentation provides a natural breeding ground for problems and disputes; making proper and 
accurate documentation all important. When left unsettled, disputes usually lead to costly and disrup-
tive claims that delay construction progress and divert valuable management resources from produc-
tive project administration and control to preparation of evidence and participation in litigation. 
 
With timely documentation, the owners, architects, and contractors can monitor and manage a project 
in such a way as to anticipate potential problems, delays, and impacts as they occur—this helps them 
resolve such issues successfully. It is imperative all project managers be problem-oriented while main-
taining documentation during construction to identify and react to problems that may impact the con-
tract price or performance time. 
 
Items that must be critiqued in order to manage project documentation include: 
 
 changes to specifications and plans (i.e. change orders); 
 lack of meticulous CPM planning; 
 out-of-sequence activity starts; 
 no project management communication; 
 lackadaisical attitudes to documentation; 
 low team spirit; 
 delayed approval of shop drawings (log will document) 
 timely and adequate inputting of CPM schedule updates; 
 untimely response to information requested; 
 differing site conditions; 
 interference by other contractors or owner; 
 abnormal weather and climatologic data; 
 transportation or material delivery delays; 
 unusually severe inspections; 
 critical material shortages; 
 labor shortages; 
 defective or deficient plans and specifications; 
 no enigma management; 
 lack of parameters as to game plan; 
 people with whimsical and procrastination as to documentation; 
 inadequate submittal log management; 
 poor project meeting minutes; 
 daily reports that lack detail information; 
 logs of telephone conversations; and 
 coordination meeting minutes lacking detail. 
 
One special tool for proper documentation is the project CPM schedule, which documents the start 
and completion dates of every activity. Construction schedules provide a major source of project docu-
mentation. The owner, through the specifications, notifies the contractor that time is of the essence. 
Further, the specifications require the contractor to submit a schedule meeting both the completion 
date, as well as the intermediate milestone dates. Schedules help with problem avoidance. 
 
In the second part of the series, this author will offer a checklist of the types of construction infor-
mation that assist in establishing entitlement and damages when a project faces disruption or delay. It 
will also explore ways to improve documentation. 

 
 



About the Author:  Norman F. Jacobs Jr., CSI, CPE, is a principal at Jacobs Consultant 
Services, which offers cost management, schedule control assistance, project manage-
ment, and claims preparation and negotiation. He has also served as an arbitrator, own-
er’s representative, and expert witness in arbitration and court involving multi-million dol-
lar projects. Before creating his current organization, Jacobs provided design-build, con-
struction management, and general contracting for developers, government agencies, 

and private clients for more than 30  years. He has served as the president of the Construction Speci-
fications Institute (CSI) Richmond Chapter, chaired the Virginia Associated General Contractors 
(AGC) Documents Committee, and been a long-time member of organizations including the Project 
Management Institute (PMI) and the American Society of Professional Estimators (ASPE). He can be 
contacted via e-mail atjcscpm@aol.com  

Bylaws Referendum Voting 
is now open 

 

The Board recognized a need to change CSI's culture of strategy, delegation, and 
accountability. Cultural change applies to both how the Board operates and how the 
organization is run. Most of the changes needed are accomplished by updating Board policy. 
However, several proposed changes require Bylaws revisions presented to and approved by 
members. The recommended Bylaws changes are a product of a major Board initiative to 
define and ensure value to CSI members. These proposed changes affect only how the 
Board does its work, and do not affect chapter or region bylaws in any way. 

Voting will close at 5pm ET on June 1, 2016. 

Ballots were emailed at 12:01 AM May 4, 2016 fromreferendum@csinet.org. If you have not 
received your ballot first, PLEASE CHECK YOUR SPAM OR CLUTTER FILE. 

If you are still unable to locate your ballot invitation, please visitwww.associationvoting.com/
csi. On the screen, in the top right hand corner, there is a HELP button. Please complete the 
form using the email address CSI has on file for you. Your credentials will be forwarded to 
that email immediately. 

If you still do not receive your invitation, please email referendum@csinet.org. 
 



CHAPTER AWARDS TIME AGAIN 

Do you know someone in the Chapter that you feel deserves recognition for his or her service?  Is there a Firm or Business 

that has provided unrivaled support to the Chapter this past year?  Is there someone out there who epitomizes how a 

Chapter Member or Officer should conduct themselves?  Is there someone out there who has been there for you throughout 

the year – teaching you – supporting you – helping you to grow as a CSI Member?  If there is, please nominate them for a 

Chapter Award.  Recognition of members is the only form of “Payment” any volunteer organization like CSI has. 

It is not too early to start thinking of who you would like to see garner the attention of the whole Chapter by receiving an 

award.  Come out and support your nominee or nominees.  See them get their Award and be there to cheer them on.  Who 

knows, someone may have nominated you for an Award.  Could be a surprising night.  Come join us.   

Here are the categories of the Awards available for nomination this year: 

1. ROOKIE OF THE YEAR - This award is presented to an individual who has rendered distinguished service to 

 the chapter in the advancement of its objectives or in its administration and who has not been a member of CSI 

 for more than 18 consecutive months. 

2. MEMBER OF THE YEAR - This award is presented to an individual who, above all other chapter members,  has 

 rendered distinguished service to the chapter in the advancement of its objectives or in its administration. 

3. CHAPTER CERTIFICATE OF APPRECIATION “JOB WELL DONE” AWARD - This award is presented to an 

 individual who has rendered significant service beyond that expected of a member to the chapter in the 

 advancement of the Chapter’s objectives or in the Chapter’s administration.. 

4. CHAPTER DISTINGUISHED SERVICE “LEADING THE WAY” AWARD – This award is presented to an 

 individual who has rendered distinguished service to the chapter in the advancement of its objectives or in its 

 ad ministration. 

5. CHAPTER ORGANIZATIONAL CERTIFICATE OF APPRECIATION - This award is presented to an 

 organization, firm, or association that has rendered significant service to the chapter in the advancement of its 

 objectives or in its administration.  While this Award is selected by the Chapter Board of Directors, anyone can 

 nominate an organization for consideration, as a matter of fact it is welcomed. 

6. PEOPLE’S CHOICE AWARD – Do you know someone worthy of recognition, but don’t feel they fit into one of 

 the established categories?  Is there someone out there who “tickles your fancy” at every event?  Do you know 

 someone who is so organized it is painful?  If you answered yes to any of these, you know someone deserving 

 of this Award.  What we need is a “title” for the Award such as “Most Photogenic”, “Most Organized Member” 

 etc and then a complete description of why you feel this award is warranted. 

7. ALBERT R. HIBBS MEDAL - For loyal and dedicated service to the Chapter through contributions to CSI at 

 Chapter, Region or Institute levels.  This is the highest award the Chapter gives to a member.  Note: (This  award 

 solicits nominations from the Chapter, and then is judged by a jury of past recipients) 

8. BETTY C. HAYS MEDAL - This award is presented to an individual who has been identified as living up to the 

 Ideals and Standards actively displayed by Betty Hays, FCSI, CCS, SCIP.  While this is a Chapter Award, 

 contributions to CSI can be at all levels (Chapter, Region, and/or Institute).  “Leading by Example”, this 

 individual will be one recognized throughout the Chapter, Region and even Institute for Chapter Activities and is 

 one who is considered a “Primary Support Pillar”.   

The when and the where are still be worked on, but it will be in June and it will be at a great location.  More information will 

be forthcoming. 



LITTLE ROCK CHAPTER INFORMATION 

 

 

Chapter Info 

Chapter Website:      http://littlerock.csinet.org/ 

Chapter Newsletter:     SpecWork 

Chapter Meeting Day and Time:  2nd Tuesday of Each Month unless otherwise 
specified by the Chapter President 

Chapter Board Meeting Day and Time:  1st Friday of each Month unless otherwise 
specified by Chapter President 

 

Chapter Officers 

President:       Billy J. Mathis, CSI, CDT 
President-Elect:       
Immediate Past President:     Jerome Sorenson, CSI, CDT 
Vice President:      Bart Lusk, CSI, CDT 
Secretary:       Garrett Shaffer, CSI 
Treasurer:      David Bradke, CSI 
Directors 

1Yr      R. Michelle Christen, FCSI 
1yr      Kara White, CSI 
2yr      Katherine Flower, CSI, CDT, AHC, CDC 
2yr      Tyler Newton, CSI 

 

Chapter Chairs   Chair      Mentor 

Academic Affairs   Rachal Belanger, CSI    Michelle Christen, 
FCSI 
Chapter Communications 

Newsletter   Billy J. Mathis, CSI, CDT   Not Applicable 
Website   Mark Edds, CSI, CDT, BS   Not Applicable 

 Social Media   Tyler Newton, CSI    Not Applicable 
Certification / Education  Kiemtuyet T. Kirkpatrick, CSI,   Michael L. Sanders, 

CSI,    CCCA, CPE, LEED GA    CCS, CCCA, BA 
Scholarship    Jeff Lisenby, CSI     
Membership Chair:    David Bradke, CSI    Jan Sanders, FCSI 
Technical Chair:    Katherine Flowers, CSI   Karl Hansen, CSI 
Program Chair:    Billy J. Mathis, CSI, CDT   Not Applicable 
Awards Chair:    Tiffany Henry / Katherine Donoven  Billy Mathis, CSI, 
CDT 
Planning Chair:   Jeff Lisenby, CSI    Billy Mathis, CSI, 
CDT 
UALR Faculty Advisor:  Michael Tramel, CSI,    Not Applicable 
     CCCA, CPC    


